EFFECTIVE TARGETING STRATEGIES

CASE
STUDY:

NAPA 401(K)
SUMMIT
USING EFFECTIVE DIGITAL AND SOCIAL
MEDIA TARGETING EFFORTS TO GROW
EVENT ATTENDANCE

the
challenge
The National Association of Plan Advisors (NAPA) is the
qualified plan-focused arm of the American Retirement
Association. The largest event conducted by their team
annually is the NAPA 401(k) Summit.
The team was tasked to grow event attendance from 1,300
to 2,000 over a five year period (2015 - 2019).
What's involved:
Research and uncover new potential attendees
Set up retargeting methods and channels
Implement conversion tracking
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the solution
DIGITAL MARKETING + SOCIAL
MEDIA MARKETING STRATEGY
The NAPA team hired AmpliPhi to build a digital
marketing and social media marketing strategy
to help achieve this goal.
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implement
technologies to
cookie and target
visitors

ensure consistent
messaging across
various platforms

utilize appropriate
platforms to show
ads to target
audience

TECHNOLOGY
Added technology from LinkedIn + Facebook to
ensure visitors to websites were correctly
targeted with follow-up advertisements,
increasing likelihood to purchase.

AD CREATIVE
Posts with video have 48% more views than
posts that do not. One video was created to
communicate messaging across platforms to
designated audience(s).

AUDIENCE
Website visitors
Social media engagers
100% cold audience
Use targeting based on your customer
profile: Demographics, Audience Attributes,
Member Skills, etc.

the results
KEY STATS
25%

in advisor
attendees in 2016

20%

in advisor
attendees in 2017

44%

in projected cost
per acquisition
(CPA)

29%

in projected cost
per click (CPC)

OUTCOME
The strategies and associated tactics beat the benchmark a full year ahead
of schedule, breaking 2,100 attendees as early as 2018. Research and
hands-on management of campaigns allowed for lower than project costs
for the overall campaign.
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GOAL: 5 YR PROJECTION
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ACTUAL: 4 YR ACHIEVEMENT

ampliphibiz.com
ampliphibiz@gmail.com

